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Abstract: A complete approach for watermarking is presented in this System, by using Discrete Wavelet Transform 

(DWT) and Principal Component Analysis (PCA). There are some watermarking techniques like DCT, DWT, and 

DWT-SVD, but there is a disadvantage in the watermarking to withstand attacks. Hence the new digital image 

watermarking algorithm is proposed which provide robust watermarking with minimal amount of distortion in case 

of attacks. DWT offers scalability and PCA helps in diminishing relationship among the wavelet coefficients acquired 

from wavelet disintegration of each square in this manner scattering the watermark bits into the interrelated 

coefficient. Peak signal-tonoise ratio (PSNR) is used as a measure for invisibility in watermarked image. The higher 

value of PSNR indicates the better invisibility of watermark.  whereas similarity between two images by normalized 

correlation coefficient test the transparency and robustness against various attacks like cropping, noise, rotation, 

filtering etc. The proposed system should provide the recoverable watermark without any reasonable amount of 

distortion even in case of attacks. 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. Introduction 
Advances in computer networks and software, digital artifacts are easily produced, distributed and storage and it 

is easy to manipulate. It has created a thread on authentication and copyright. Watermarking is a concept of embedding 

digital artifacts into different artifacts so that given piece of information is secure while transmission. It inserts 

authentication data, such as ownership information without affecting its original quality.  

The classification of watermarking is done according to the types of watermark used. Generally a visual logo or 

the random numbers can be used as a watermark. Concealing data should be possible in two ways, viz. spatial domain 

method and transform space strategy and in spatial domain procedure pixel esteem are adjusted specifically to insert 

the mystery data. In Transform area strategy, original picture is changed into change coefficients by utilizing different 

mainstream changes like DCT, DFT and DWT and so on. At that point, transform coefficients are altered to implant 

the mystery data. Transform domain offers a very high robustness against compression such as JPEG, rotation, 

cropping, scaling column removal, addition of noise, filtering, cryptographic and statistical attacks as well as insertion 

of other watermarks.     

The various requirements of digital watermark are robustness, imperceptibility and capacity Also the 

watermarking technique should not remove by any way of attack and should not be degraded its quality in case of any 

attack .Nowadays digital watermarking has many applications such as transaction tracking, proof of ownership, 

broadcasting, monitoring etc. The principle of watermarking is adding the additional information into images. 

Robustness is one the important characteristics of the watermarking which influence the performance and application 

of digital image watermarks. The major advantage of this system is it provided good robustness. And identify the 

various types of illegal attacks by observing extracted original image. 

 

II. Literature Survey 
Gaurav Bhatnagar [1] presented work based on discrete wavelet change and Singular value decomposition and 

another semi dazzle reference watermarking plan is outlined, which is valuable for copyright security and credibility. 
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Rather than utilizing haphazardly produced Gaussian noise they are utilizing gray scale logo picture for watermark 

installing. By changing unique picture into wavelet area the reference sub picture is framed utilizing order difference 

and wavelet coefficients. They insert watermark into the reference picture by changing the singular value of reference 

picture utilizing the particular estimations of the watermark. A solid watermark extraction plot is created for the 

extraction of the watermark from misshapes picture. Trial assessment shows that the proposed plot can withstand an 

assortment of attacks. The test comes about demonstrating that the anticipated plan likewise remains with the 

dubiousness attacks also. 

Sanjana Sinha [2], Introducing work on the compressive approach for watermarking digital video, Because of 

more use of digital media there may be problem of security and Copyright protection. Digital watermarking commonly 

known as hybrid digital video watermarking is the technology used for copyright protection based on discrete wavelet 

transform and principle component analysis. PCA helps in decreasing connection among the wavelet coefficients got 

from the Wavelet transform of every video outline in this manner isolating the watermark bits into the uncorrelated 

coefficients.  

By and large the video outlines are decayed utilizing discrete wavelet Transform and the paired watermark is 

installed in the guideline part of the low recurrence wavelet coefficients. The impalpable high piece rate watermark 

implanted is vigorous against different assaults that can be done on the watermarked video, for example, such as 

filtering, contrast adjustment, noise addition and geometric attacks. 

S. Maheswari [3] Conclude the Works on the efficient copyright protection scheme for e-governance document. 

By using discrete cosine transform and Principle component analysis the proposed work is achieved. This method 

gives the high imperceptibility and watermark extracted perfectly. 

Mushtaq Ahmad Peer [4] examine that For the hiding of digital data such as audio ,video or images to get owner rights 

to protect the copyright Digital watermarking I the most highlighted  research over the last few years. Various plans 

and calculations have been proposed and executed utilizing distinctive systems. The viability of the procedure relies 

upon the host information esteems decided for data stowing away and the way watermark is being inserted in them. 

Be that as it may, in perspective of the dangers postured by the online privateers, the heartiness and the security of the 

fundamental watermarking procedures have dependably been a noteworthy worry of the specialists. In this paper 

creator has exhibited a protected and strong watermarking procedure for shading pictures utilizing Discrete Wavelet 

Transformation. The Experimental results obtained have shown that the technique is robust against various common 

image processing attacks. 

Hai Tao [5] audits the hypothetical examination and execution examination of agent watermarking 

frameworks in change areas and geometric invariant locales. Computerized watermarking is an innovation of 

implanting watermark with protected innovation rights into pictures, recordings, sounds, and other media information 

by a specific calculation. The essential qualities of advanced watermark are imperceptibility, limit, heartiness and 

bogus positive of watermarking calculation and security of the concealing spot. Moreover, it is reasoned that different 

attacks, administrators are utilized for the evaluation of watermarking frameworks, which supplies a robotized and 

reasonable investigation of considerable watermarking strategies for picked application zones 

Juan R. Hernandeze [6] inspected the still digital picture is broken down utilizing the spread range like discrete 

cosine transform for copyright insurance. The DCT is connected in squares of 8 × 8 pixels as in the JPEG calculation. 

The watermark can encode data to track restricted employments. For adaptability purposes, the first picture isn't 

fundamental amid the possession check process, so it must be displayed by the commotion. For the most part to test 

are completed amid the procedure of possession confirmation .The first step is that the watermark is separated from 

unique picture is known as watermark unraveling. Furthermore, the second is the watermark recognition in which 

chooses whether a given picture contain a watermark produced with certain key. They apply summed up Gaussian 

circulations to measurably display the DCT coefficients of the first picture and show how the subsequent locator 

structures prompt extensive upgrades in execution as for the relationship recipient, which has been broadly considered 

in the writing and makes utilization of the Gaussian clamor supposition. Because of our work, explanatory articulations 

for execution measures, for example, the likelihood of mistake in watermark translating and probabilities of false alert 

and location in watermark identification are inferred and appeared differently in relation to exploratory outcomes. 

The new digital image watermarking algorithm is proposed which provide robust watermarking with minimal 

amount of distortion in case of attacks. DWT offers scalability and PCA helps in reducing correlation among the 

wavelet coefficients obtained from wavelet decomposition of each block, thereby dispersing the watermark bits into 

the uncorrelated coefficient 
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III. Methodology 
A Robust Digital Image Watermarking using DWT-PCA system using following software Specifications. 

1. Software: MATLAB R2010a 

Following are the aspects considered in scope  

1. Imperceptibility 

2. Robustness 

3. Extraction without original image 

4. Real time Processing 

The critical consideration in this project is Robustness. Since Watermark Should survive lossy compression 

technique. It should be retrieved even if common signal processing operations are applied.  

A proposed system is designed for protection of image from illegal attack can also be used in following 

applications. 

• Audio Authentication 

• Video authentication 

• Programming crippling on screen, throwing programs, to urge clients to buy the full form to expel it. 

 

Watermark embedding process: 

Here original image is divided different RGB   component. Then the Red component of RGB is chosen and 

DWT is applied to it which results into different sub-bands. Then PCA applies to LL bands, and covariance 

matrix is calculated. Then it is transformed into PCA components. The RGB Watermark picture is changed over 

into binary vector and after that is implanted into the comparing sub groups. Inverse PCA is connected on the 

altered sub groups to get the adjusted wavelet square. By applying the opposite DWT adjusted Red part of RGB 

of the picture is gotten, as shown in Figure 1. Finally by reconstructing, the watermarked image obtained. 

 

 
Figure 1: watermarking embedding scheme 

Watermark extraction process: 

The Reverse Process of watermark embedding is the watermark extraction. Firstly DWT is applied to image 

obtained from embedding process, i.e. watermark image. Then after zigzag scanning is done, the coefficients of 

zigzag scanning are divided into four sub block and inverse PCA is taken in all blocks. At long last IDWT is 

connected to the coefficients to evacuate the watermark. Watermark extraction process is appeared in beneath 

Figure 2. Since watermarking is performed in the frequency domain and furthermore PCA is joined with DWT 

so as to expand the strength and indistinctness of watermarking framework against various assaults. 

 
Figure 2: Extraction of watermark 

 

 

IV. Conclusion 
The calculation utilizing DWT-PCA is hearty and subtle in nature and inserting the parallel watermark in the low 

LL sub band helps in expanding the robustness of the implanting technique without much debasement in the picture 

quality. The performance of the proposed System has to be evaluated in terms of the imperceptivity (transparency) 

and robustness against various attacks. Watermarked image compared with the  
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Original image on basis of various parameters with indeed help in finding where the digital watermarking satisfies the 

key characteristics of the digital watermarking (robustness and Invisibility) by comparing it with present digital 

watermarking technique. The method of watermarking should be robust and recoverable with reasonable amount of 

distortion after various attacks included in the image. 
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